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We present a new class of exact inflationary solutions for the evolution of a universe
with spatial curvature, filled with a perfect fluid, a scalar field with potential V+(ó):

^(ó2 
+ d2)2 and a cosmological constant A. With the V1({) potential and a negative

cosmological constant, the scale factor experiments a graceful exit. We give a brief
discussion about the physical mea.ning of the solutions.

1. Introduction

Inflation is a useful concept for cosmology, both as a theory of initial conditior¡s
and providing the physical conditions for seeding the universe large scale structure
(see e.g. Ref. 1). After the old inflationary model,2 where inflation ended through
a fi.rst-order pha*se transition in which the truevacuum bubbles never percolated.,
inflation has been traditionally achieved for a slow roUover scalar potential V(S),
assuming it is the dominant term in the total energy density and neglecting the
contributions of the kinetic energy ió',¡ order to have a de Sitter-like inflation,
with a (quasi)exponential solution. Subsequently, recognizing that an inflationary
expansion can be defined just by a > 0 (where o is the universe scale factor),
models with a steeper potential have been considered, leading to power-law inflation
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(see, e.g. Ref. 3). These models can be related, by a conformal traruformation, to a

scalar-tensor gravity theory with a standard inflationary potential, thus introducing

modifications in the gravitational sector too.a

Many inflationary models have been proposed up to now (for a review see

e.g. Ref. 5), all of them with a more or less pronounced fine-tuning problem.

Recently, in order to keep pace with astrophysical observations that seem to point

to low-O values (O is the r¡niverse density parameter), a double-round inflation

model that leads to O < t has been extensively developed (see Ref. 6 and references

therein).

As we mentioned, in the usual approach to the early universe evolution, only the

conjectured dominating energy density during each epoch is kept as the source for

the universe expansion, neglecting all the sub'dominarrt components. In this way,

the inflationary solutions used to emerge from many assumptions that considerably

simplify the equations. A work from Chimento and JakubiT a^nalyzes some exact

solutions in a many-components cosmology, showing the limitations imposed by

the slow-rollover approximation. They have found that the fluid source and/or the

spatial curvature may dominate the early universe evolution and inhibit inflation'

Schunck and Mielke8,e ha'tre presented a method for finding exact solutions using the

Hubble parameter as a time coordinatel they find some exact inflationary solutions

and compare them with COBE results in some approximation.

Another possibility for the cosmological scenario is the existence of a cosmG

Iogical constant term. It has been widely exploited in structure formation models

and it has been mainly considered in order to extend the Universe lifetime.lo This

term is expected to dominate at later epochs but it is anyhow a possible component

of the very early Universe.

An important issue in constructing a successfirl inflationary model is to find a

fundamental theory that naturally contains it. An appealing framework for infa-

tionary fields is higher-dimensional theories. There, like in Kah¡za-Klein (KK) and

in superstring theories (SS), the scalar field - the dilaton - is a natu¡al component

of the field equations. Nevertheless, inflationary models from higher-dimer¡sional

theories have encountered serior¡s problems: either they do not inflate enough (see

Ref. 11 and references therein) or they have a graceful exit problem, as in Ref. 12'

In Ref. 13, the fermionic part, together with a Higgs potential, have been added

to an eight-dimensional theory in order to recover the standard model from a KK
theory. Thgs, KK becomes an n-dimer¡sional model for the standard model, coupled

to gravity. If we introduce the FRW-metric in a higher-dimensional KK theory, the

fermionic sector vanishes (gauge fields define a privileged direction) and the scalar

sector is reduced to one scala¡ field.1a

On the other hand, a general feature of superstring cosmology is that until the

dilaton field settles near a minimum of its potential, its kinetic energy dominates the

potential energy, preventing inflation. In this context, the best possibility should be

that the dilaton settles down and inflation is driven by other fields. Nevertheless, for

/ to be trapped in a minimum of its potential, some very strict constraints on the
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initial conditions have to be satisfied. Moreover, the dilaton potential typically has
minima with negative vacuum energy density and this carries many problems for
cosmology: the difficulties to avoid a minimum with negative cosmological cor¡stant
and an unacceptably high variation ofthe gravitational coupling (see, e.g. Ref. 15).

Successñ.rl inflation may occur due to chiral fields, under certain conditions,
once the dilaton and moduli fi.elds are stabiüzed by demanding an ,S-duaüty16 in-
variant potential.lT Another viable model, called false vacuum inflation,18 have been
built in a class of supergravity models that follow from orbifold compactification of
superstrings, albeit again with significantly constrained parameters. It requires two
scalar fields - one rolling and the other trapped in a false vacuum state - and the
false vacuum energy can give the dilaton a suitable minimum during inflation.

Another interesting possibility arises when the duality symmetry is invoked.
Gasperini and Veneziano [19] use the scale factor duality (SFD) and the time in-
version of the string effective equations to deduce the existence of a scena¡io named
"pre-big-bang" which is associated, by SFD and time inversion, to the "post-big-
bang" epoch, namel¡ the actual epoch. In this context, the big bang epoch means
the transition between these two dual phases. In Ref. 20, starting from the multi-
dimensional Brans-Dicke theory with a perfect fluid, solutions to the equations of
motion were found which contain a singula,rity in the cu¡vature. This approach also
admits solutions without singularities when a self-dual potential is introduced for
the dilaton field. The scale factor grows nonmonotonically through three phases of
accelerated expansion, contraction, expansion, before the final decelerated expan-
sion (standard cosmological model). Inflation can be accomodated in these three
phases of accelerated evolution.

Keeping in mind all these possibiüties for the universe content and features -dimensions, curvature, different inf.ationary fields and episodes - in this work we
kept all the terms possibly involved in the early universe dynamics and we were
able to find exact inflationary solutions for a closed r¡niverse and different signs of
the cosmological consta,nt. The requirement that p > 0 will put constraints on the
allowed values of the parameters and hence on the form of the solutions.

In Sec. 2, we briefly present the model and in the two following sections we give
two classes of in-flationary solutions with a brief discussion on their main featu¡es
and a comparison to previous work which can be found in the literatu¡e and was
mentioned in this introduction. Sec. 5 contains a summary of this work.

2. The Model

In the KK theory, the compactification of the extra ümensions yields a classi-
cal unified theory of gravitation and the Yang-Mills fields. The dilaton is defined,
during the process of dimensional reduction, as a firnction of the scale factor of in-
ternal dimensions. The simplest KK model cor¡sists in a five-dimensional space pro-
jected into four dimensions. Then, the unified U(1) Yang-Mills field is associated
to electromagnetism and the dilaton may play the role of the scalar field required
for inflationary models.
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Afber compactification, Kaluza-Klein and superstring theories a¡e both special

cases of a more general Lagrangian given by

Ldit: fif(l6rc)-tn- 2(VO)2 +e-2oÓFruFp']* L^u¡t ". (1)

Lagrangian (1) contains the KK and the SS theories for o : r/5 and o : 1 respec-

tively and the Einstein-Ma:<well one for c : 0. After a conformal tra"nsformation,

the Brans-Dicke theory is also contained here fo¡ a : llJ2u + 3 (where the para-

meter o, is a measu¡e of the influence of the scalar field on the gravitational field).

The dilaton field iD is coupled to an electromagnetic potential with Faraday tensor

given by F¡,".
In the attempt to construct a cosmological model that keeps all the possible

Universe components, we start from Lagrangian (1) and assume that Ématte. :
Lnuia- Jj[Í(O)+A], where .Cno¡¿ represents the content of ordinary matter which

is supposed to be a perfect fluid with energy-momentum tensor T : diag{- p,p,p,p),
equation of state p: @p (with a, constant), and will redshift ds p: psq-3(L+o).

We have thus added a model for the fermionic sector to the bosonic part emerging

from dilaton theory. We are considering the possibility of a nonvanishing r¡acuum

energy density and the inclusion of V(O) brings the possibility of a phase transition

in the early universe. As we said, this is feasible for a KK model, where there a¡e

no prescriptions for the potential at low energies. It has been seen tbat KK, as

a fundamental theory, does not lead to successfi.¡l infl¿fie¡¡.12'21 Nev€rthel€ss, if we

take it as a model for a higher-D theory, supplementing it with a Higgs potatial, the

differential equations of the theory reduce to the standa¡d cmological equations

((3) below).
In this way, Lagrangian (1) transforms into

L"n: {4[? - r,o.,'-v(o)-^] .cnoia, (2)

where we have taken SrrG : 1 and we have dropped the electromagnetic interac-

tion in order to have isotropy and homogeneity. Therefore the parameter o, which

gives the three difierent types of theories, is lost, thus putting them at the same

(mathematical) level for this situation.
For a homogeneous and isotropic space, we üse the Fliedmann-Robertson-

Walker metric d,s2 : -d,t2 +a2lfip+r2(d,e2 +snldtp2)]. Then, the field equations

derived from (2) are

ó+w$*W:0,
ff *t"10*p) :0,

zlz + s5 : c +lUO'+ v(d) + 
^,

where H : it,la is the Hubble parameter, a dot means derivation with respect to

cosmic time ú and we have made the following transformation Q : tÓ.

(3)
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For a potential of the form Va(/) : 
^(ó2 

+6')', we were able to find exact
inflationary solutions for this set of equations.

3. Solutions with U+(ó\ : 
^(Q" 

+ 6')'
The scale factor of the universe is fo¡rnd to be

a(t) : a¡ sin2(r^ót) , (4)

where L : -12\62, oo : {# *d po : I2\62a0. For this solution, we require an

inlationary perfect fluid with w: -213, a negative cosmological constant A and a
closed topology of the universe, i.e., /r : *1.

The scalar field is given by

ó(t): dcot(r/.\ór) (s)

The total energy density ptota.r : p+|$2 +V+(d)+A (Fis. 1) is dominated by the
scalar field at early times, resulting in an infl.ationary period from the beginning to

Ll[4r* E : i; at later times, the influence of the negative cosmological constant
makes the universe recollapse. In between, the inflationary fluid ma¡ depending on
the values of the parameters of the theor¡ represent the dominant contribution.

Ptot

Fig. 1. The total enerry density protat : p++ó2 +A(ó2 +6\2 *A for the case .: -?, negative
A and Ic - *1, with ,\: +¿ and ó: 1.
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It is interesting to notice that, even though the total energy density in the

early universe is dominated by the scalar field, the sarne expansion l¡aw would have

been obtained in a flat universe, filled just with an inlationary perfect fluid and

the (negative) cosmological constant since, with our solution, the full Fliedmann
equation can in fact be divided into two blocks in which the curvature term is

cancelled by the scalar field energy (both potential and kinetic) and the Hubble
parameter is equal to the perfect fluid and the A terms. In fact, the effective

cosmological constant is, when the scalar field has settled down, Aeff : -12\62+\64,
which can be positive. Nonetheless, this does not modify the expansion since the
positive term (,\da) does not dictate directly the Hubble parameter's behaviour.

The evolution of Q is such that it starts in *oo, goes to its minimum value

(d : 0) when the universe reaches the point of maximum expansion and then to

-cr. $ never settles dov¡n in the minimum of its potential but, for small values of
the parameters ofthe theory - ó2 and the self-coupüng constant l, or equivalently
the value of the cosmological constant - it can spend a long time near its vacuum
value. This behaviour is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The scalar field { associated toV¡(Q), with lú - *1, ): } and ó: 1.

The nniverse presents a cyclic behaviour with period T :4T\[+, with subse'

quent deflationa,ry and inflationary episodes. { is discontinuous at each point where

o : 0. But, if we identify the -oo and *oo values in the potential V(@), forming

a "compactified potential,t' then, the universe goes through the UBB' passing by

ó

{

I
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V9-r

Fig. 3. The compactified potential field Vf : V+(ó) U {oo} = 
^(ó2 

+ 6\2 u {m}, where we have
identified -oo and *oo at the ü : 0 point.

the identified *oo point (see Fig. 3). Strictly speaking, the set V¡ : {(r,y) e
R'lA : (r2 + 62)2\ is noncompact, but the set V.f :I/a U {oo} is, if we use the
canordcal topology of compactified sets, as it is shown in Fig. B. The motivation
for this compactification comes from the graphs for v¡(S) and $, which are in the
-R2 plane. If we compactily R2 to s2, i.e., if we bend E2 r¡ntil we obtain a twG
dimensional sphere, the grapbs for va(@) and { can be extended on the sphere,
forming continuous functions.

Notice that for the empty Lemaitre models, i.e., nonzero cosmological constant,
with positive curvature, only a positive A is allowed (see e.g., Ref. 22). Here,
allowing for other components in the universe, we were able to find an exact solution
for a model with positive cu¡vature and negative cosmological constant.

4. Solutions with V-(ó): x(ó' - 6')"

We have again solutions for an inflationary perfect fluid, with w: -215, and we
were able to find a solution for a universe with positive cu¡vatu¡e only. The universe
experiences an inflationary expansion, as expected, since all the energy sol[ces are
inflationary. The inflationary scalar field decays to d (see below) but, due to the
presence of the nonvanishing cosmological term, the universe never recovers from
the inflationary stage. As in the previous case, although the influence of the perfect
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fluid on the total energy density can be felt only in a reduced epoch (see Fig. 4), its
presence is necessary for the existence ofour solution. The evolution ofthe Hubble
parameter depends in fact, as in the previous case, on the A and the perfect fluid
terms only.

Ptot

Fig. 4. The total enerry density ptotat : o + ló' + 
^(ó" 

- 62)2 + L for the case o : - t, positive

A and & : +1, with .\: t and d: 1.

The scale factor of the universe is now given by

o(t) : ao sinlz(r/,ldt)

with A :L2^62, ao: \re *d po :I2),62a0. We require k: *1 and a positive

cosmological constant.
The evolution of the scalar field is

ó(t) : dcoth(rAdt).

The scalar field starts in *oo and quickly settles to (+d), without passing

through ó :0 (see Fig. 5). The potential energy comes then from infinity to its
minimum so that, although V-(ó) is a symmetry breaking potential, since V-(@)

never takes the value of its local maximum in V-(S : 0), a phase transition is

not achieved through the local maximum. For the case of an oscillating universe,

the point ú:0 couldbe defined inanypoint where a:0. Here, ú:0 corre'
sponds to the only point where the scale factor goes to zero, deñning in such a way

(6)

(7)
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Fig. 5. The scalar field { associated toV-(Q), with k: *1, A: } and d = 1.

VC

Fig. 6. The compactified potential freld V9 : V-(ó) U {m} : 
^(ó2 

- 62)2 U t-}, where we have
identified -m and +ñ at the ú = 0 point.

ó

3
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2
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1
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negative times for the left branch, where the universe is deflationary. This phase

of accelerated contraction preceeding the big bang, corresponds to a time reversal
transformation from the ú > 0 solution and can be considered as a particular case

ofthe pre-big-bang scenario.23 So, ifwe consider the negative ú branch, / is settled
in one of the true vacuum states (-á), then it climbs the potential in the negative

/ value branch to -oo when t : 0. After the BB, / rolls down from *oo to *d. In
such a way, the scalar field goes from -d (in the pre-BB) to *d (in our universe)
through infinity and, if we again suppose that the -oo and *oo values are identified
in the potentialV-(ó), forming a "compactified potential" V9 : V-(Ó)U {oo}, the
universe achieves an erotic phase transition passing through the identified aoo point
(see Fig. 6).

Our solutions lead, in both cases, to an initial singularity, no matter how high
is the value of A. Of course, this approach has limitations: in the vicinity of the
Planck scale, the low-energy effective action does not apply and some modifications
must be introduced. Then, following the suggestion in Ref. 19, taking into account

a self-dual dilaton potential couid help to avoid the singularity, as in Ref. 20.

Another important modification that should be introduced at very early epochs

comes from the finite temperature correction terms.

5. Conclusions

Keeping all the usually accepted possible components of the early universe: the
curvature term, a perfect fluid, a scalar field and a cosmological constant term,
we found two classes of exact inflationary solutions, with some constraints on the
allowed values of the physical quarrtities involved. 'We were able to find exact
solutions only for a closed universe with a perfect fluid with equation of state p :
-(ZlZ)p.Then, our models are not realistic in the sense that they do not describe

radiation or matter dominated epochs, nevertheless they give the possibility to
follow the evolution of a many components r¡niverse and verify the fulfillment of
the inflationary regime. Ou¡ solutions can be a good approximation to the universe
behaviour even at later epocbs: for ir¡stance, a recent work from Turner and White

[24] shows that the best fit to all present cosmological data is obtained with a flat
CDM universe made of f)-r¡1". - 0.3, h - 0.7 and a smooth component contributing
the remaining energy density, with equation of state p*:1t)Pxt with tl - -0.6.
Our perfect fluid with equation of state 'p : -(Zl3)p, with a specific selection of
the set of parameters, could have this role in the present universe.

The influence of the scalar field on the r¡niverse evolution basically dominates

near the past and future singularit¡ then it decays and the universe's behavior

is dictated at Iate times by the cosmological constant. In order to obtain exact

solutions, none of the components in our model could be dropped out. In the class

with negative A, the universe has an inflationary epoch with a gracefirl exit, and

then recollapses under the infuence of the cosmological consta¡rt. This kind of
solutions does not allow a symmetry breaking potential. For the class of solutions
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with a nonvanishing positive cosmological term, the universe enters an inflationary
stage but, as expected, never recovers from it. In both cases we have cosmologies
with a big bang: not even a high cosmological constant value would be able to
prevent the shrink to a singularity.

Even in the case where the scalar field has a symmetry breaking potential v_(ó),
its evolution is such that it does not go through a phase transition; at least in this
analysis where the finite-temperature efiects are not taken into account.

A more complicated and interesting scenario, with several epochs of inflationary
and deflationary regimes, arises when cor¡sidering a pre-big-bang phase, resulting
from ,S-duality. Then, a possible interpretation of the evolution of the scalar field
through the ú : 0 point, rendering it smooth, emerges from invoking a compactifi.ed.
potential at the transition epoch between the two dual phases. This compactifica-
tion, in the case of the I/- (/) potential, leads to a non-stand.ard phase transition,
that we call exotic phase transition, where the scalar fi.eld goes from one minimum to
the other passing through the identified foo point. The initial singularity is some-
how contrary to the spirit of a pre-big-bang cosmology, but it has to be stressed
that we are using the low-energy effective action near the Planck scale, where in fact
we are not expecting it to be valid, so that some modifications must be introduced.
in order to test the Universe behaviour near "ú : 0."
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